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A AY IN: Color Mar ing is a strategy to analyze literature
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1. Read the passage or poem.
2. Look for predominate features. Here are possible literary devices/techniques to look for and mark.

Ep

tParticular diction (religious, directional, mathematical, morose, joyful etc.)
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Images. One or more words that appeal to one of the 5 senses (visual, auditory, olfactory, tactile ,

gustatory). Visual is always the stron est.
*lmage pattern.. Occurs when there is a repetition of 3 (the magic number!) images that occur close
together.
*IVIotif. This is a reoccurring symbol, feature or expression that occurs throughout a work or works. For
example, the powerful sword in many medieval stories is a motif. But, one can also refer to a
reoccurring motif within a work of literature, such as the idea of sun/ival in Life of Pi sometimes
represented by the color orange.
*Literary devices. For example, metaphor, simile, personification, allusion, analogy, paradox, etc.
Syntax. Sentence structures may present a particular effect.
*Punctuation. Punctuation may be used to create an effect, especially if it s unusual.
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Repetition. Deliberate repetition of words, phrases, even structures are there for a reason.
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j. Using different colors of highlighter or color pencils, make a legend, or a key, on the page labeling what color
will denote what literary feature. For example: Yellow = images of the sun Green = nature images
4. After marking, look at what is going on in the passage or poem. Ask these questions:
*ls one color predominant? Why?
*ls there some kind of progression that can be noted? It may be logical or illo ical. Why?
*How do the features marked rei force or illustrate the content of the passage or poem? Think about the
emphasis given, how the writer makes an idea fresh or perhaps the writer is trying to add irony (contradict
the content or describe in terms of opposite qualities). Here's where your interpretation takes over.

*ls there a specific tone (attitude of the writer) or mood (the way a reader feels) created by the marked
material?
5. Based on answers to these questions and other observations made from the passage, you can make inferences
about the author's intentions when writing the passage. A D you can make assertions brin ing in your own
interpretations.
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When color marking: NNE Notice>Name>Exp!ain
Information from Jan Adkins, IB instructor, Florida
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Name: ____________________ Date: __________ Period: _____
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COLORMARKING #2
They were not simple folk, you see, though they
were happy. But we do not say the words of cheer
much anymore. All smiles have become archaic.
Given a description such as this one tends to
make certain assumptions. Given a description
such as this one tends to look next for the King,
mounted on a splendid stallion and surrounded
by his noble knights, or perhaps in a golden litter
borne by great-muscled slaves. But there was no
king. They did not use swords or keep slaves.
They were not barbarians. I do not know the rules
and laws of their society, but I suspect that they
were singularly few. As they did without
monarchy and slavery, so they also got on without
the stock exchange, the advertisement, the secret
police, and the bomb. Yet I repeat that these were
not simple folk, not dulcet shepherds, noble
savages, bland utopians. They were not less
complex than us. The trouble is that we have a
bad habit, encouraged by pedants and
sophisticates, of considering happiness as
something rather stupid. Only pain is intellectual,
only evil interesting. This is the treason of the
artist: a refusal to admit the banality of evil and
the terrible boredom of pain. If you can't lick 'em,
join 'em. If it hurts, repeat it. But to praise despair
is to condemn delight, to embrace violence is to
lose hold of everything else. We have almost lost
hold; we can no longer describe a happy man,
nor make any celebration of joy.

